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• Social Media Analytics for Society and Crisis Communication
• https://social-media-analytics.org/
• Project partners world wide

Use Case: RISE_SMA
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Use Case

 File types used by the project: Social Media data (CSV or .graph),questionnaires (CSV, txt, or HTML), survey data(CSV, Excel, SPSS).Scripts in R, Json, Python (sentiment analysis for social media data, orgeneration of dashboards), docx and citations in bib
 Mix of corporate office documents and flat text

 T4.3 solution: Collabora and CodiMD are logical editor choices
 Broad array of filetypes; little self-evident structure. Difficult toPreserve/Publish



For our globallydistributed project, weare in need of a syncand share platformwith an integratedcollaborative editingsolution.



T4.3 overview
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 Often, users want to work at documents simultaneously
 When shared only via email, conflicts are likely
 With users on different EFFSen, a mix of incompatible editors is likely
 Collabora and CodiMD are currently available as editors for different types ofoffice documents. Ability to edit office files is relevant to almost all users (whodoesn’t have office files?)
 In future: OnlyOffice integration, aiming at 100% MS Office compatibility
 WOPI as a powerful basis for future integrations



CodiMD
 Lightweight markdown editor
 No big overhead or complicated menus, just type your content
 Ideal as note taking tool, grasp some ideas while talking about it, easily writesimple structured documentation
 Data still resides in EFSS



Collabora

 Powerful editor especially for, but not limited to Open Document format
 Texts documents, spread sheets and presentations can be edited



Conclusion

 Editors that can be used from all over the EFSS involved are a strong basis forcollaborative work in international projects.

 Or in Lennart Hofeditz’ words:

“The work done to-date in ScienceMesh’ t4.3 has worked wonders to accelerate myscience. I hope allmy international collaborators will join the ScienceMesh.”
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This presentation was collaboratively created in OnlyOffice :)


